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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. Which two statements about data flow are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Another AMQP broker should be implemented on the customer cloud. 

B. Instead of AMQP, MQTT should be used for compatibility issues in a cloud-to-cloud connection. 

C. A VPN tunnel is not necessary because the MQTT payload is encrypted by default. 

D. The gateway must stay constantly connected to the Kinetic cloud to avoid blank data sets, even when using caching
functions. 

E. The Python application could use the paho-mqtt library. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 2

What are two functionalities of edge data services? (Choose two.) 

A. creating a machine learning data model 

B. supporting many interfaces and APIs 



C. applying advanced data analytics 

D. filtering, normalizing and aggregating data 

E. saving data for a prolonged time period 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. While troubleshooting an error on an application descriptor for a Docker app in Cisco IOx
(package.yaml), the app type appears to be missing. Which app type must be added to the snippet to resolve the
issue? 

A. paas 

B. docker-vm 



C. docker 

D. docker-app 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two states are applications expected to be seen in when they are managed on Cisco IOx? (Choose two.) 

A. DEACTIVATED 

B. ACTIVATED 

C. ALLOWED 

D. STOPPED 

E. VALIDATED 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which action should be taken when a southbound device is not connecting? 

A. Verify the gateway link status. 

B. Review the edge application logs. 

C. Verify the sensor status. 

D. Redeploy the edge application. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

How does the Cisco router (IR) and switch (IE) portfolio support edge data services? 

A. Edge data services can be run and managed as containers using Cisco IOx. 

B. Edge data services can run only in virtual machines on a separate compute layer. 

C. Edge data services are aliases for IR/IE configuration services. 

D. Edge data services run as separate instances only on virtual machines. 

Correct Answer: C 

 



QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. A new application has just been developed as a Docker container. What is the missing step for
packaging the container ready for deployment in IOx? 

A. Pull/push the image to the Docker registry. 

B. Build the package.yaml files. 

C. Build the package.cert file to sign the app. 

D. Log in to device manager and load the application. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Which lightweight protocol is used to send data from the edge compute resources to the cloud? 

A. MQTT 

B. XMPP 

C. AMQP 

D. MT Connect 

Correct Answer: A 



 

QUESTION 9

As part of an IoT project, an organization is developing an edge application that will run on a gateway to securely
transmit sensor information it receives into an IoT cloud. Based on the Agile software development lifecycle, the
development team is planning to implement a CI/CD pipeline. 

Which two methods should be suggested to make the software development lifecycle more secure during the
implementation and testing? (Choose two.) 

A. Perform automated code reviews prior to deployment. 

B. Implement auto-provisioning security inspection for the code. 

C. Perform on-going penetration testing on the system. 

D. Perform a GAP analysis on current security activities and policies. 

E. Train members of the team in a secure software development lifecycle methodology such as OWASP. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 10

Which method defines the integration of Cisco Industrial Network Director with the Cisco identity Service Engine? 

A. Cisco IND integrates with ISE via Cisco Strealthwatch services. 

B. Cisco IND integrates with ISE using RADIUS services. 

C. Cisco IND is registered with pxGrid on ISE as a publisher. 

D. Cisco IND pulls the profiling information from ISE. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. Based on the MQTT client output, which action should be taken so that the connection to the broker
can be established? 

A. Change the username/password. 

B. Open port 1883 on the network firewall. 



C. Change the IP address of the broker. 

D. Add the certificate. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

When trying to subscribe to an MQTT broker on the internet, the MQTT client is on a private subnet and must be NATed
to reach the public broker. 

What is the expected outcome when this configuration is in place? 

A. The client periodically reconnects to the default gateway. 

B. The client connects only once using the PENDING message to the broker. 

C. The client periodically reconnects to the broker over the NAT connection. 

D. The client connects only once using the CONNECT massage to the broker. 

Correct Answer: D 
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